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ON 77V IN ISAIAH LII. 15. 

BY PROF. GEORGE F. MOORE. 

HE words begin the apodosis to itc:, verse 14. As multitudes 
have gazed in horror upon the marred lineaments of the servant, 

disfigured out of all semblance of humainity, so, when his true char- 
acter and destiny are revealed, nations and kings shall be struck 
with consternation and awe before him. The general sense of the 

passage is not doubtful; the contrast is parallel to xlix. 7. But the 
word ro is a stumbling block to the interpreter. It can be nothing 
but the causative of 

,i:, 
as the punctuation makes it. 

hrs, Kal intrans. 
(Miihlau-Volck trans.!), of fluids, "1spirt," Isa. 

1xiii. 3. I~'l5l 
re. (t..) 

1 " their life-blood (?) spirted on my 
garments," as the juice of the grapes in the press spirts on one 
who is trampling them. Further, 2 Kings ix. 33; Lev. vi. 20 (twice; 
once with partitive subj.) t. riT Hi. trans. 'sprinkle' a fluid (blood, 
oil, etc.) (ace.), or some of a fluid (-1, partitive object), on (Bs, rarely 
?x), or before (9:0:, %: n•, Lev. iv. 6), something, with (= instru- 

mental) something (generally the finger, but also bunch of hlyssop, 
Num. xix. 18); cf. Lev. xvi. 19, 

••v m••n 
- it •• 

iam. No 
other meanings and no other constructions are found in the O.T. The 
use of the word in the Mishna agrees entirely with that of biblical 
Hebrew. Examples in numbers in M. Para, xII.; Tos. Para, xiI. 
(xI.), ed. Zuckerm. 640 f. Tlhe passive, Hophal, occurs Tos. Tohar. 
Ix. 6 (670, Zuckerm.); "os != 

,rn 
? mr ix, "or perhaps there 

was no sprinkling at all," no attempt to perform the rite. In the 
same impersonal sense in the ptcp., Tos. Para, xII. (xI.) 16 (641, 
Zuckerm.) ; M. Para, xII. 8, ,ra 

rh, 
N tn s bi' b, " He does not 

sprinkle it; but if he does, the sprinkling is valid"; cf. M. xI. 7, 
Tos. xi. (x.) 6, '1 ? 

,ll Xt= N0i t~. The reference is the purifica- 
tion of spindles. 

In our verse the word is 1rendered 'sprinkle' by Aq. and Theod., 
* Read in May 1890. 

1 Levy, NH Wb. iii. 364, refers by mistake to Tos. Tohar. xI. 
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pavritor.E Vg., asperget Pesh., 'purify' Luth., A.V., etc. So Vitr., 
Lo., Hengst., Schegg, Reinke, Pusey, Alex., Henders., Urwick, al. 

The objections to this interpretation are, 1 That the construction is 

unexampled. h~w in Heb. is to sprinkle something upon some person 
or thing, not to sprinkle a person or thing with something. That the 

Eng. 'sprinkle' or Lat. aspergere can be construed in either way has 
no bearing on the question of Hebrew usage. 2 That in this way we 

get no proper contrast to 14, or parallel to 15afp. Compare also xlix. 
7. Moreover, even if these objections were less decisive, the reference 
to the purifying or expiatory character of the servant's sufferings, 
which would not be out of place after liii. 10, is here unexpected, 
and in such brevity obscure. 

Some early interpreters supposed that sM was used metaphorically, 
'he will scatter, disperse, many nations,' as the drops of a fluid are 
scattered in sprinkling it. So Targ. 

s.", 
Symm. birofaXae, Saad., 

and many Jewish commentators. Others supplied vint. So Jefet b. 
'Ali, Ibn Ezra, al. But the supposed metaphor is unparalleled, the 

ellipsis harsh, and neither rendering gives a satisfactory correlative 
to 14.2 

Since no satisfactory sense could he extracted from the Hebrew 
uses of Mrl:, the Arabic dictionary was ransacked for words of similar 
sound which might yield a more apposite meaning. Houbigant con- 
nected Mnrl in our text with 

2;., 
to which he ascribes the sense recreare, 

in antithesis to Irmn , 14. From the same root J. D. Michaelis, Orient. 
Bibliothek, xIv. App. 168, also would derive it, pronouncing rni, and 

rendering ' deliciae gentium erit.' Doederlein, Jesaias ex ITeb. Lat. 

Vert., etc., explained it by the Arab. [E.] 
- 

'he was addicted, 

or devoted, to something; desirous of it,' translating, " addictas sibi 
reddet gentes multas." These attempts have only a historical interest. 

The explanation which in our century has found almost universal 

acceptance among those who give up the traditional 'sprinkle,' was 

put forth by Chr. D. A. Martini, in his Commentatio philologico-critica 
in loc. Isa. lii. 13-liii. 12, 1.791.' Martini goes back to the primary 

2 For a synopsis of other Jewish interpretations of the word, see Pusey in The 
Jewish Interpreters of Isaiah liii. Introduction to the English Translation, Vol. 11. 
p. xxxviii. 

* N. W. Schroeder, Observatt. sel. ad origg. hebr., I have not seen. 
28 
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signification of 
5, corresponding to nr, viz.' leap' (' saliit, exiliit'). 

So, in an example quoted by Golius, Exultavit prae hilaritate. In a 
derived sense, the blood 'leaped' forth from the wound, ' spirted.' 
Thus in Arab. rfJ Ij , sparsim jluxit sanguis; and the common 

uses of rmt, in Kal and Hiphil. In Isa. lii. 15, r7lu is to be taken in 
the primary sense, 'cause to leap, spring.' It can, however, in this 

connection, hardly be, as in the Arab. example cited, ' leap for joy'; 
but rather 'in wonder, consternation, terror.' The Heb. hri, he, 
and the like, show that the same physical manifestations may express 
the most opposite emotions. 

The theory of Schroeder and Martini was adopted by Gesenius, 
Comm., in loc., " Et wird aufspringen, frohlocken machen viele V6lker, 
sie mit Freude erfilllen," and Thes. s.v., assilire fecit; takinlg assilire 
now in the sense of " subito assurgere de sede, quod. facere solent qui 
inopinato conspiciunt virum in magna dignitate constitutum, cui honos, 

reverentia, vel pietas praestanda est." The later modification agrees 
better with the parallel clause. So Rosenm., Hitz., Ew., Knob., Luz., 
Del., Niigelsb., Orel., Bredenk., Briggs, Dillm., al. mu., and RV mg. 
(' startle '). 

As the word is not in Lane, a brief statement of Arabic usage as 
set forth in the native lexicons (Kamus, Taj el-'Arus, Mohit) will not 
be out of place. 

, syn. . 

I. 1. To leap, spring (according to some authorities restricted to 
the sense 'leap up') : 

a. skip, gambol; of asses, \vild calves, kids; spring, of locusts, etc. 

b. leap = cover (copulate); of some kinds of animals. 

c. of provisions, rise in price, be dear. 

2. Of men: 
a with ~5l, to jump upon one and trample him under foot (TA), 

assault. 

b. with r to leave suddenly, (= ), rush away fi'om. 
c. fig. in the phrase "his heart leaped with him to (,,J1) such 

and such a thing," impelled him (of eager, impetuous desire). 

3. 

. 

(passive in form, intransitive in sense), syn. 
.i. 

. To 

4 This is a mistake, see below. 
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lose much blood, bleed profusely. So in a tradition,5 " he was hit by 
an arrow in the knee, and bled profusely of it (the wound), and died." 

The chief derivative nouns are, 

, 
a seizure, paroxysm, (said of anger and the like). 

t5,), 
s9j )..&4, worit to rush headlong (into evil). 

. 

hastiness of temper, passionateness. 

Au extended account of the derived stems of the verb is not neces- 

sary here. I will only mention the use of vii. with L516, to rush 
upon some one's land and take it (cf. 'jump a claim')," TA; viii. with 
the s;lme preposition, se rivolter contre son souverain, se declarer ind'- 
pendant ; Dozy, Ii. 664. 

Our examination of the usage does not bear out the assertion of 
Prof. Tayler Lewis and others, that the Arabic word has prevail- 

6 Of Abu 'Amir al Ash'ari, who fell at Honein. 
6 Cf. vii1, s'emparer de, Dozy. 
i Bib. Sacra, 1873, 168 ff. In his endeavor to sustain the assertion that f 

is a low word, Prof. Lewis treats Hariri very badly. The proverbial saying, 

xxvii. 287r de Sacy, 

etc., which he renders assiliet tune remittet, stands in a context where such a sense 
is out of the question, as he must have seen if he had read three lines together. 
Moreover, Hariri himself explains the origin and application of the phrase, 2929, 
without the slightest suspicion of an obscene allusion. That Prof. Lewis takes 
no notice of this passage is the more remarkable because it is cited in full by 
Gesenius, whom Prof. Lewis charges with mistating the usage. So also in XLirI. 

4984 (5716, ed. 2). k. -M XC 

"then he made off as an enraged man goes, and sprang like a locust," (Anglice 
'went off hopping mad'). Prof.. Lewis's " He leaped the leap of the male locust," 
is certainly an extraordinary misunderstanding. stands instead of the 
usual 4O> solely for the sake of the rhyme. Finally, xxxi. 3411,2 (393s), "in 

an obscene comparison or proverb, which cannot decently be translated," the 
commentator finds an obscene sense not in the words under discussion, for an 
explanation of which he refers to Hariri on xxvII (292,, see above), but in the 

following words :.0D pL (Lewis, i.c. 172~,); but even for these he gives 

an alternative explanation, which refers them to anger, not to lust. 
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ingly a low and obscene sense. On the other hand, it affords little 

support to the prevailing exegetical hypothesis. 
It does not appear that the Arab. verb is used in the sense of 

'spring to one's feet,' or 'leap for joy.' Exultavit prae hilaritate, in 

Golius, upon which Martinri seized, is in the Arabic lexicons, "The 
asses frisked for liveliness," i.e. were lively and frisked.8 Similarly, 
in a proverb, 

. fr., 
'first he frisked and then grew tame,' 

said of fallen greatness; a metaphor said to be taken from goats, 
whose lively youth is followed by a sober age (Mob.). The obscene 

interpretation (Lewis) is against Hariri's own interpretation, de 

Sacy, 2929. 
It is, however, particularly in the use of the verb under 3 above, 

where the connection with the Hebrew hIr was thought more clearly 
to appear, that the statements of older scholars need correction. 

W1 I.J 

I., 
"exiliit, h. sparsim fluxit sanguis," Martini, 28, is a three- 

fold error. First, not f). but is used in this sense; second, the 

idiom is not 
9 

, but 

•"IJ 

L; hence, third, the mean- 

ing is not 'the blood leaped forth,' but 'the man wasted, bled his 
life away.' 

The etymological connection with lhr is therefore illusory. 
The decisive fact, however, is that Arab. fj and Heb. 

, 
: represent 

different roots. Ileb. Mr is Aram. te , Pe. Aph., by which it is 

frequently rendered in the Targums, (e.g. 2 Kings ix. 33, Pe.; Lev. 

iv. 17, Aph. etc.), Syr. Ij, Isa. lxiii. 3. (Elsewhere o:l is ren- 

dered by ..s ).'o 
The v of mbo is therefore 

2- 
= Aram. ~r = Arab. 1, and the 

Arab. equivalent not 
.j 

but •ji . There are, indeed, phonetic pairs 

such as Heb. 'n = Aram. ~I1, .J 
= )j , and Heb. n:i = Syr. Yp." 

1 Pusey, 1.c. corrects this inaccuracy, but falls into another error, rendering, 
"the ass sprung from his night's resting place." 

9 
Schultens, 

ad excerpta Hamasae, 388, quotes Golius inexactly. 
10 Of course the Aram. %tl corresponds phonetically to other roots beside 

the Heb. ht,. 
11 The last is not a mere loan-word from the O.T. See W. R. Smith, Relgqion 

of the Semites, I. 463. 
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But we should require more evidence than a single instance in one 
of these languages to justify the assumption that such a relation exists 
in the case of hs. Nor could we, without further evidence, recognize 
in Hebrew two roots n r, one with 2, meaning 'spirt,' and another 
with 1, 'spring.' 

It has also very properly been urged against the prevailing view, 
that the Hebrew has words enough for 'leap,' 'leap up'; words 

proper and tropical enough for' exult,' or 'be in dismay, anguishll'; 
and that so isolated a &7ra$ Xcy4dcvov, even if better attested in the 
sister languages, would in this connection be highly suspicious. 

Putting all this together, it is clear that the explanation and inter- 

pretation of 
,i- 

in Isa. lii. 15 which has satisfied most recent scholars 
must be given up. 

There remains only the ultima ratio criticorum. L)urell and Jubb, 
in Lowth, prefer the LXX Oav6dorovrat, which is unobjectionable 
though feeble. They suppose the Greek translators to have read 

vr.-. 
But rIsrn does not mean ' gaze in wonder' ; and where it means 

'look upon,' 'look with satisfaction upon,' it is construed with Z, like 

nri in the same sense. Nor is it reasonable to think that the Lxx 
for once translated this common verb in so extraordinary and incorrect 
a way. Without reference to the LXX or to the older English critics, 
Bredenkamp has lately again suggested the same emendation. But 
in this connection it seems trivial. Cheyne conjectures "nl (rather 
1 

..), 
as in Hab. iii. 6, o nr ui h" IX ie ~•ri 

. IMT . Rabbis in 
Baba Kama, 38", give to the verb in this passage the sense of 

'springing'; cf. Lev. xi. 21. So Abulw., Ki., Ra. (citing also Job 

xxxvii.); the first two combining the idea of removal; an association 

strengthened by the Aram. nn:, 'cast away,' which, however, is from 
a different root. So most modern scholars. Following this interpre- 
tation we should get in Isaiah by Cheyne's conjecture, iiM another way, 
the same sense which the majority of commentators have got out of 

•ir. But both the text and the meaning of Hab. iii. 6 are too 
doubtful to give us much confidence in an emendation based upon it. 
In M.T. we miss a proper parallelism between measuring the earth 
and startling the nations; nor is there a very obvious connection 
between God's seeing and its effect. If ya ~i~ 12 is sound, one 

might be tempted, for the sake of the parallelism, to pronounce the 
12 The root wIj is a figment; but has its ground in dissatisfactibn with the 

text. 
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succeding verb 
"b_ 

(Judges i. 23) exploravit. The LXX apparently 
read differenltly. We can hardly conceive of their stumbling over 

,1M, and while Vg. dissolvit is a good rendering of MH. ~r:, it is 
different with &8tardKr EOVr. 

The antithesis between verses 14 and 15, and the structure of the 
the latter verse require in the place of 

,rst 
a plural verb of which 

t•al 
is subject. Omit 11, and no one would think of supplying the 

gap in any other way. In so far the ixx, however they may have 
come by it, have the better text. The close-pressed mouth of the 
next clause is a gesture of confusion or dismay, as in Psalm cvii. 42; 
Job v. 1 6, in both of which passages the emotion is. as here, the result 
of the striking change in the fortunes of the suffering or oppressed 
righteous man. 

In view of the whole context, therefore, I conjecture that for in 
we should restore 

r.~.. 
3 Compare Deut. ii. 25; Isa. 1xiv. I ; in both 

instances commotion caused by what the peoples hear of Israel. The 
closest parallel is .Jer. xxxiii. 9. The immediate future is downfall and 

captivity, vs. 5. but b)eyond that is restoration, 7 f., and when that comes 
the nations of the earth shall hear of all the good which Yahwe does to 

hris people, i-, 
,•rvs 

-%=x %nc b'5=h 5' :n rm"_',• 
br 

I,= 

, 
? m 

': 
'%ri.•. Two or three illegible letters in the copy which was made the basis 

of the Hebrew standard text, or in one of its ancestors, would account 
for the corruption of mm to riv. The Oav/tdOovTrat of the LXX 

might perhaps be explained as a variant in the Greek for OafcPprov- 
rat, by which verb I:m is rendered, 1 Sam. xiv. 15; or as a weaker 
translation of mm, cf. Ps. xlviii. 6, LXX bOa'craav, Aq. •Oakfllpr- 
Or-lrav (Heb. "imr~). It is also possible that the text before the 
Greek translators was already defective, and that Oav~darovrat is itself 

conjectural. 
Is 

.•Itn , 
Deut. xx. 3; or 41CM-, 1 Sam. xxiii. 26, would also be possible; 

cf. espeicially Ps. xlviii. 6. But the notion of flight, which is generally associated 
with this verb, is less suitable here. 
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